Winter cruising
Spending a three week holiday on a boat is special. Spending it
with your own sister and brother-in-law over from France is exciting.
It is an even more intense time when they have not cruised before.
Christine Danger shares with us this unique experience.

with a warm feel
for our two novices. They could
become accustomed to the boat, the
movement and a new rhythm of life
gradually.

little apprehension at what lay
ahead.

top: Sunset at the Keppels.
The beach near Jenny Lynd Creek and
Pancake.

Months before, we had exchanged
information and internet links so
that they could see what to expect,
get a glimpse of the areas we could
explore, and they could contribute to
building our itinerary. Plotting after
all is part of the enjoyment of any
holiday.

We spent a week cruising along the
western side of Fraser Island, along
the Great Sandy Straits. We stayed
at Garry’s Anchorage, Kingfisher
Bay, Platypus Bay, Lagoon Bay
and underneath the Sandy Cape
lighthouse. Even during this first
week, there were discoveries for our
family: sleeping on board, swinging
at anchor, magic sunsets, different
flora ashore, driving on the eastern
beach, watching dolphins, birds,
steering the boat ...

But now it was real, and we all felt a
mix of excitement, anticipation and a

But the sense of adventure kicked
into high gear once we left Fraser

Our Itinerary

O

n July 15, 2015, Véronique,
Dider and I flew into Brisbane,
me from Melbourne, and they
from France. We made our way to
Tin Can Bay where Wade and Bengie
(our ship’s cat) were waiting for us
on Take It Easy. Wade had just spent
the previous three weeks sailing our
catamaran from the Gippsland Lakes
in Victoria to Tin Can Bay, with the
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help of two crew members: Mike
Kotrba and Merv Edmunds.

the end of the year, when we would
bring the boat back south.

We wanted to enjoy a winter escape
in the warmer climes of the Great
Sandy Straits and the southern
part of the Great Barrier Reef. We
intended to then leave the boat up
north at Rosslyn Bay near Yeppoon
for a few more escapades before

We chose this region so that we
could start our family cruise gently
in the protected waters of the
Sandy Straits, with the ability to get
ashore on Fraser Island, take long
walks, hire a 4WD and explore. The
transition would not be too difficult

above l-r:

Dolphins at our bows.
Sandy Point anchorage – Fraser Island.
Sundowners on board.
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strip of dark vegetation above the
surface and the change of colour
in the water around the fringing
reef and the lagoon, from a deep
ultramarine outside to turquoise
inside, is one of the surprises and
pleasures of cruising around these
parts.

left: Take It Easy anchored at
Masthead Island.
inset: Wreck of The Maheno – Fraser
Island.
above right: Pod of Humpback Whales
at Lady Elliott Island.

We stopped at three coral cays: Lady
Elliott, Lady Musgrave and Masthead
Islands. We spent the longest at
Lady Musgrave, an outstanding site
with its large, protected lagoon,
wonderful corals and tropical fish,
and the ability to get ashore on the
small island. We saw Lady Musgrave
at its best: calm, warm, sunny,
stunning. We snorkelled – a first

for our family, we walked, we bird
watched, kayaked (another first for
them), fished and enjoyed ourselves
immensely. We had turtles around
the boat, gropers keeping an eye on
us, majestic boobies flying above us.
It was just superb.
But the discoveries did not stop
there. The Capricornia Coast, where
we sheltered from a blow for a few
days, offered scenic anchorages.
Pancake Creek, although crowded,
was a diverse spot to explore
with great walks and breathtaking
panoramas. When you have never
seen mangrove, it is a revelation.
When you have never seen armies
of solider crabs on sand flats, it is

rather surprising too! Yellow Patch
was another iconic anchorage
with its ochre sand dunes and an
absolute highlight. What a wonderful
place to get locked in when the tide
ebbs! You see pictures in magazines,
but it does not prepare you for
the colours and the extent of the
seascape that unfolds in front of
you from the top of the dune. We
saw it at low tide at sunset, glowing
orange behind our boat and again
we were struck by the beauty of this
landscape.
The last part of our cruise was spent
in the Keppel Group of islands. The
variety of anchorages, richness of the
underwater life and diversity of walks

Island and headed out in the ocean
towards the reef and the southernmost cays of the Great Barrier Reef:
Lady Elliott and Lady Musgrave
Islands.
Four hours out of Fraser, it was
ocean as far as the eye could see,
constant movement in the light swell,
and an abundance of sea creatures.
Now we were at sea and we felt we
were leaving the safety of the shores
for bigger and greater things. It was
not long before we had dolphins at
our bows, and could see humpback
whales in the distance breaching, tail
and flipper slapping, porpoising. Sea
mammals are always a special treat
and we never tire of seeing them. But
seeing the expression of awe and
delight on the faces of people who
have never ever seen these before is
very special and so rewarding.
To see islands appear on the horizon
after many hours at sea was another
amazing experience. The arrival at a
coral cay, with just a small, narrow
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scoops, and a salt water tap in the
galley for dishes. And of course we
replenished at every opportunity and
collected rain water when we could.
And we managed!
Choosing calm, protected
anchorages was important. We
found our family was most prone to
sea sickness at anchor in slightly
rolly coves, or at exposed spots
like at the Sandy Point lighthouse
or Masthead Island. Underway they
managed by sitting up on deck,
steering, or napping in the cabin,
with sea sickness tablets to settle
their stomach.
But overall, we felt ecstatic about the
trip and very pleased with everyone’s
ability to adapt. And what an
experience our family has taken back
with them!

above: Yellow Patch anchorage.
left: Kingfisher Bay, Fraser Island.

ashore on Humpy Island, Middle
Island, and Great Keppel Island,
meant there was not a day when we
did not see something new: superb
beaches, a dugong slowly swimming
around Take It Easy, schools of fish
and colourful corals under our hulls,
amazing birds like the rainbow beeeater, or the yellow-bellied sunbird,
ospreys and sea eagles. It was a
feast for the eyes and a paradise
for photographers. And for most
of that time, we stayed away from
busy anchorages where everybody
congregates, and were able to enjoy
pristine coves by ourselves with
stunning daily sunsets.

boat, there is a lot to adjust to:

Life on board

We did our best to organise the trip
so the changes would be gradual
and we planned our itinerary so we
would sail short hops to minimise

It was not all easy though. For
people who have never been on a
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• Living in restricted space
• H aving to watch every millilitre of
water you use
• B eing on a constantly moving
platform
• P lanning your days according to
what the weather and tides allow
• C ooking meals in a small galley
Wade and I have been cruising –
albeit just on holidays and weekends
– for 15 years. After all that time you
forget what it is like to experience
this for the first time.

discomfort, nausea and boredom
which often go with longer passages.
We involved Véronique and Dider
in our decisions around anchorage
choices and destinations, discussing
weather forecasts and weather
maps with them. We brought ‘toys’:
kayaks, snorkelling and diving gear,
walking boots, so we all had a variety
of activities to engage in as well as
sailing.
What we found most difficult
was controlling the fresh water
consumption. With a 180L tank
and four 20L barrels, you have to
be drastic with water usage; water
is for drinking and cooking, and
minimal cat washes. There is plenty
of ocean for dips at the back of the
boat; we have camp showers for
brief freshwater rinses on the sugar

They now have an insight into the life
we want for ourselves when we give
up work. We have shared our dream,
the magic of cruising as well as its
constraints. We have also confirmed
in our own mind that living aboard
is what we want. And it can’t come
soon enough!

Take It Easy is a 38ft (11.6m)
Easy catamaran, made of
marine ply and epoxy. She
was the first Easy of this size
designed and built by Peter
Snell who launched her in
October 2003. Chris and Wade
acquired her in April 2011 after it
had two other owners and was
looking a bit tired. They lavished
a lot of TLC on their catamaran
with a major overhaul to carry
out repairs, update her colours
and make her truly theirs. They
now take extended breaks to
go cruising, and live for the
day they give up work and live
aboard. For more information
and to follow Chris and Wade’s
adventures, go to
www.sv-takeiteasy.com
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